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Today ebook tell us about the traitor in the tunnel (the agency #3) by y.s. lee queen
victoria has a problem: there's a thief at work in buckingham palace. the agency - the
secret all-female detective unit - assigns quick-witted mary quinn to the case. posing as
a palace maid and fending off the attentions of the prince of wales are challenging
enough, but when the prince witnesses a murder, mary's case becomes anything but
petty. engineer and former queen victoria has a problem: there's a thief at work in
buckingham palace. the agency - the secret all-female detective unit - assigns quickwitted mary quinn to the case. posing as a palace maid and fending off the attentions of
the prince of wales are challenging enough, but when the prince witnesses a murder,
mary's case becomes anything but petty. engineer and former flame james easton has an
assignment in the sewers, where someone is making illicit use of the tunnels. mary will
need james's help if she's going catch a thief, solve a murder - and avert disaster. ...more
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THE SENATE INTELLIGENCE COMMITTEE REPORT ON TORTURE:
COMMITTEE STUDY OF THE CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY'S
DETENTION AND INTERROGATION PROGRAM
“the most extensive review of u.s. intelligence-gathering tactics in generations.”
—los angeles times one of the most significant government reports in american
history, this is the complete official summary report—with fully searchable text
and notes—of the senate intelligence committee’s investigation of the central
intelligence agency’s interrogation and detention progra “the most extensive
review of u.s. intelligence-gathering tactics in generations.” —los angeles times
one of the most significant government reports in american history, this is the
Readable/Downloadable
complete official summary report—with fully searchable text and notes—of the
senate intelligence committee’s investigation of the central intelligence agency’s
interrogation and detention programs launched in the wake of the 9/11 attacks.
based on over six million internal cia documents, the report details secret prisons,
prisoner deaths, and interrogation practices that have led many to call it “the
torture report.” the report also examines charges that the cia deliberately deceived
elected officials about the extent and legality of its operations. over five years in
the making, and delayed from publication by agency-led protests after its
declassification in april, 2014, this is the full and unexpurgated summary report as
finally released by the united states government. ...more

INSIDE CIA'S PRIVATE WORLD: DECLASSIFIED ARTICLES FROM
THE AGENCY`S INTERNAL JOURNAL, 1955-1992
for forty years the central intelligence agency has published an in-house journal,
studies in intelligence, for cia eyes only. now the agency has declassified much of
this material. this engrossing book, which presents the most interesting articles
from the journal, provides revealing insights into cia strategies and into events in
which the organization was involved. the for forty years the central intelligence
agency has published an in-house journal, studies in intelligence, for cia eyes
only. now the agency has declassified much of this material. this engrossing book,
which presents the most interesting articles from the journal, provides revealing
insights into cia strategies and into events in which the organization was involved.
Readable/Downloadable
the articles were selected by h. bradford westerfield, who teaches courses on
intelligence operations but has never been affiliated with cia. westerfield's
comprehensive introduction sketches the history and structure of cia, sets the
articles in context, and explains his criteria for selecting them. the articles cover a
wide range of intelligence activities, including the gathering of intelligence data
inside the united states; analysis of data; interaction between analysts and
policymakers; the development of economic intelligence targeted at friendly
countries as well as at foes; use of double agents (the personal memoir of a cia
officer who pretended to the russians to be their agent); evaluation of defectors
(the nosenko case); and coercive interrogation techniques and how agents can
resist them. ...more

MY TRAITOR'S HEART: A SOUTH AFRICAN EXILE RETURNS TO FACE HIS
COUNTRY, HIS TRIBE, AND HIS CONSCIENCE
a classic of literary nonfiction, my traitor's heart has been acclaimed as a masterpiece by readers
around the world. rian malan is an afrikaner, scion of a centuries-old clan and relative of the
architect of apartheid, who fled south africa after coming face-to-face with the atrocities and
terrors of an undeclared civil war between the races. this book is the searing acco a classic of
literary nonfiction, my traitor's heart has been acclaimed as a masterpiece by readers around the
world. rian malan is an afrikaner, scion of a centuries-old clan and relative of the architect of
apartheid, who fled south africa after coming face-to-face with the atrocities and terrors of an
undeclared civil war between the races. this book is the searing account of his return after eight
years of uneasy exile. armed with new insight and clarity, malan explores apartheid's legacy of
hatred and suffering, bearing witness to the extensive physical and emotional damage it has
caused to generations of south africans on both sides of the color line. plumbing the darkest
recesses of the white and black south african psyches, malan ultimately finds his way toward the
light of redemption and healing. my traitor's heart is an astonishing book -- beautiful, horrifying,
profound, and impossible to put down. ...more
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THE TRAITOR'S WIFE: THE WOMAN BEHIND BENEDICT ARNOLD
AND THE PLAN TO BETRAY AMERICA
a riveting historical novel about peggy shippen arnold, the cunning wife of
benedict arnold and mastermind behind america's most infamous act of treason
everyone knows benedict arnold--the revolutionary war general who betrayed
america and fled to the british--as history's most notorious turncoat. many know
arnold's co-conspirator, major john andre, who was apprehend a riveting historical
novel about peggy shippen arnold, the cunning wife of benedict arnold and
mastermind behind america's most infamous act of treason everyone knows
benedict arnold--the revolutionary war general who betrayed america and fled to
the british--as history's most notorious turncoat. many know arnold's coconspirator, major john andre, who was apprehended with arnold's documents in
his boots and hanged at the orders of general george washington. but few know of
the integral third character in the plot: a charming young woman who not only
Readable/Downloadable
contributed to the betrayal but orchestrated it. socialite peggy shippen is half
benedict arnold's age when she seduces the war hero during his stint as military
commander of philadelphia. blinded by his young bride's beauty and wit, arnold
does not realize that she harbors a secret: loyalty to the british. nor does he know
that she hides a past romance with the handsome british spy john andre. peggy
watches as her husband, crippled from battle wounds and in debt from years of
service to the colonies, grows ever more disillusioned with his hero, washington,
and the american cause. together with her former love and her disaffected
husband, peggy hatches the plot to deliver west point to the british and, in
exchange, win fame and fortune for herself and arnold. told from the perspective
of peggy's maid, whose faith in the new nation inspires her to intervene in her
mistress's affairs even when it could cost her everything, the traitor's wife brings
these infamous figures to life, illuminating the sordid details and the love triangle
that nearly destroyed the american fight for freedom." ...more

PROJECT HALFSHEEP: OR HOW THE AGENCY'S ALIEN GOT HIGH
the lords of a dying planet send piyat, a terrified “volunteer,” on a voyage across
the universe. the reluctant alien crashes in the fear-washed landscape of cold war
america near the site of the nation’s first nuclear test. captured by the army and
stolen by the cia, she falls into the hands of a guilt-ridden ex-operative, a
psychiatrist with a lust for pharmacology, and the lords of a dying planet send
piyat, a terrified “volunteer,” on a voyage across the universe. the reluctant alien
crashes in the fear-washed landscape of cold war america near the site of the
Readable/Downloadable
nation’s first nuclear test. captured by the army and stolen by the cia, she falls into
the hands of a guilt-ridden ex-operative, a psychiatrist with a lust for
pharmacology, and an agency golden boy gone wrong. they turn her into the
centerpiece of project halfsheep, a top secret program to test mind control drugs.
but piyat is not so easy to control. project halfsheep is a darkly funny blend of
science fiction and political satire informed by the real-life excesses of the cia in
its earliest years. ...more

TALES OF TERROR FROM THE TUNNEL'S MOUTH (TALES OF
TERROR #3)
the third installment of the spine-tingling trilogy robert harper is going back to
school, and it is the first railway journey he has ever made alone. and it is not a
very usual sort of railway journey. the train stops at the mouth of a tunnel and in
order to help while away the time a strange woman dressed in white tells robert
stories. but these are not the kind of stori the third installment of the spine-tingling
trilogy robert harper is going back to school, and it is the first railway journey he
Readable/Downloadable
has ever made alone. and it is not a very usual sort of railway journey. the train
stops at the mouth of a tunnel and in order to help while away the time a strange
woman dressed in white tells robert stories. but these are not the kind of stories
normally told to a child. soon robert is both entranced and terrified by the strange
woman and the macabre stories. prepare to be chilled to the bone as robert
discovers just how frightening it can be to be alone on a train with only strangers
to keep you company. ...more
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TRAITOR'S KNOT (WARS OF LIGHT AND SHADOW #7)
the gripping penultimate instalment of the alliance of light. when half brothers
lysaer and arithon defeated the mistwraith its revenge left them cursed to lifelong
enmity. having conquered the maze and achieved self-redemption, arithon, master
of shadow, is now the guest of the formidable sorcerer, davien the betrayer. no
one knows how his influence will affect arithon’s re the gripping penultimate
instalment of the alliance of light. when half brothers lysaer and arithon defeated
the mistwraith its revenge left them cursed to lifelong enmity. having conquered
the maze and achieved self-redemption, arithon, master of shadow, is now the
guest of the formidable sorcerer, davien the betrayer. no one knows how his
influence will affect arithon’s recovered mage power, or his newly awakened
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rogue talent for prescience. meanwhile arithon’s relentless enemies will stop at
nothing to achieve his downfall. the koriani enchantresses are determined to make
him their captive and their pawn. and as the alliance of light fanatics regroup after
their defeat, the core of their priesthood now stands corrupted by a dark cabal who
plot to enslave their leader, lysaer, and use the mistwraith’s curse as their own
private weapon to break the world’s order. the sorcerers of the fellowship compact
are sorely beset and the clans are counting their ruinous losses. arithon, who holds
their last hope of survival, chooses the most dangerous course: heart and mind he
dedicates himself to avoiding killing, though allies and enemies muster for war,
single-mindedly blind to the consequences. ...more

THE TRAITOR'S WIFE: A NOVEL OF THE REIGN OF EDWARD II
"conveys emotions and relationships quite poignantly.entertaining historical
fiction."-kirkus discoveries "the dialogue is excellent, the characters are well
formed and vibrant.higginbotham's talents lie not only in her capacity for detailed
genealogical research of the period, but also in her skill in bringing these
historical figures to life with passion, a wonderful sens "conveys emotions and
relationships quite poignantly.entertaining historical fiction."-kirkus discoveries
"the dialogue is excellent, the characters are well formed and
vibrant.higginbotham's talents lie not only in her capacity for detailed
genealogical research of the period, but also in her skill in bringing these
historical figures to life with passion, a wonderful sense of humor, honor, and
love."-historical novels review online a bewitching tale of treachery and betrayal
set in fourteenth-century england, the traitor's wife tells the story of eleanor de
clare, a young woman who becomes entangled in a twisted web of royal affairs.
young eleanor, niece of king edward ii, is delighted with her marriage to hugh le
despenser and her appointment as a lady-in-waiting to queen isabella's household.
but before long, eleanor realizes that her beloved uncle edward is not the mighty
ruler his kingdom-or his queen-expected. hugh's unbridled ambition and his
intimate relationship with edward arouse widespread resentment, even as eleanor
remains fiercely loyal to her husband and to her king. however, her allegiance
may cost her dearly. from the battlefield to the bedchamber and through hope and
despair, treachery and fidelity, the traitor's wife is a tale of an extraordinary
woman living in an extraordinary time. ...more
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THE TRAITOR'S HAND (CIAPHAS CAIN #3)
commissar ciaphas cain is a man who, despite his best attempts to avoid danger
and live the easy life, is constantly thrust into fame and fortune. he will be a hero,
whether he wants to be or not.
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THE TRAITOR'S SMILE (PIMPERNELLES #2)
eugenie de boncoeur has fled the violence of the french revolution to find sanctuary in england at the home of her cousin, hetta.
at first, the two girls find themselves at loggerheads: hetta can't understand eugenie's preoccupation with clothes and appearance,
and scorns her politics. soon, however, they are drawn together by a shared sense of danger, for across the chann eugenie de
boncoeur has fled the violence of the french revolution to find sanctuary in england at the home of her cousin, hetta. at first, the
Readable/Downloadable
two girls find themselves at loggerheads: hetta can't understand eugenie's preoccupation with clothes and appearance, and scorns
her politics. soon, however, they are drawn together by a shared sense of danger, for across the channel waits the vengeful pale
assassin, determined to claim eugenie for himself. with her brother's life at stake, how can she refuse his dreadful bargain? but it
will mean sacrificing her chance of love and returning to paris in the grip of the terror. eugenie must now decide her destiny with or without hetta's help. ...more
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TRAITOR'S BLADE (GREATCOATS #1)
falcio is the first cantor of the greatcoats. trained in the fighting arts and the laws
of tristia, the greatcoats are travelling magisters upholding king’s law. they are
heroes. or at least they were, until they stood aside while the dukes took the
kingdom, and impaled their king’s head on a spike. now tristia is on the verge of
collapse and the barbarians are sniffing at falcio is the first cantor of the
greatcoats. trained in the fighting arts and the laws of tristia, the greatcoats are
travelling magisters upholding king’s law. they are heroes. or at least they were,
until they stood aside while the dukes took the kingdom, and impaled their king’s
head on a spike. now tristia is on the verge of collapse and the barbarians are
sniffing at the borders. the dukes bring chaos to the land, while the greatcoats are
scattered far and wide, reviled as traitors, their legendary coats in tatters. all they
have left are the promises they made to king paelis, to carry out one final mission.
but if they have any hope of fulfilling the king’s dream, the divided greatcoats
must reunite, or they will also have to stand aside as they watch their world
burn… ...more
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TRAITOR'S MOON (NIGHTRUNNER #3)
seregil and alec have spent the last two years in self-imposed exile, far from their
adopted homeland, skala, and the bitter memories there. but their time of peace is
shattered by a desperate summons from queen idrilain, asking them to aid her
daughter on a mission to aurenen, the very land from which seregil was exiled in
his youth.
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HEALTH CANADA FOOD SAFETY ASSESSMENT PROGRAM:
ASSESSMENT REPORT OF THE CANADIAN FOOD INSPECTION
AGENCY ACTIVITIES RELATED TO THE SAFETY OF IMPORTED
FRESH FRUITS AND VEGETABLES
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A CAREFUL AND STRICT ENQUIRY INTO THE MODERN
PREVAILING NOTIONS OF THAT FREEDOM OF WILL, WHICH IS
SUPPOSED TO BE ESSENTIAL TO MORAL AGENCY, VERTUE [ONE
LINE FROM ROMANS] (THE WORKS OF JONATHAN EDWARDS:
WITH A MEMOIR OF HIS LIFE AND CHA
"_many find much fault with the calling professing christians, that differ one from
another in some matters of opinion, by distinct names; especially calling them by
the names of particular men, who have distinguished themselves as maintainers
and promoters of those opinions: as the calling some professing christians
arminians, from arminius; others arians, from arius; oth "_many find much fault
with the calling professing christians, that differ one from another in some matters
of opinion, by distinct names; especially calling them by the names of particular
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men, who have distinguished themselves as maintainers and promoters of those
opinions: as the calling some professing christians arminians, from arminius;
others arians, from arius; others socinians, from socinus, and the like. they think it
unjust in it self; as it seems to suppose and suggest, that the persons mark'd out by
these names, received those doctrines which they entertain, out of regard to, and
reliance on those men after whom they are named; as tho' they made them their
rule: in the same manner, as the followers of christ are called christians; after his
name, whom they regard & depend upon, as their great head and rule. whereas,
this is an unjust and groundless imputation on those that go under the
foremention'd denominations. thus (say they) there is not the least ground to
suppose, that the chief divines, who embrace the scheme of doctrine which is by
many called arminianism, believe it the more because ...more
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END STREET VOLUME 1: THE CASE OF THE CUPID CURSE / THE
CASE OF THE WICKED WOLF (END STREET DETECTIVE AGENCY
#1-2)
dragons, vampires, werewolves, fae, witches and one very confused human. * * *
* sam, 100% human (no, really) inherits a crumbling building and a private
detective agency from his uncle. bob, a brooding stubborn and ancient vampire
turns up at his door and refuses to leave. before sam can say 'i only want human
cases' he's knee deep in werewolves, dragons, vampires and wit dragons,
vampires, werewolves, fae, witches and one very confused human. * * * * sam,
100% human (no, really) inherits a crumbling building and a private detective
agency from his uncle. bob, a brooding stubborn and ancient vampire turns up at
his door and refuses to leave. before sam can say 'i only want human cases' he's
knee deep in werewolves, dragons, vampires and witches. book 1 - the case of the
cupid curse sam enderson is a human detective who inherits a building from
where his uncle used to run a detective agency. he finds himself working for
paranormal creatures despite his resolve to stick with humans only. to supplement Readable/Downloadable
his income as a new pi sam rents out rooms in the large house. bob is a vampire
and turns up on sam's doorstep to rent a room. sparks fly and sam is attracted to
the vampire despite himself. sam is cursed by a witch, and has two cases landing
on his desk. werewolves, annoying ghosts and a grumpy gargoyle are enough to
drive sam mad. but somehow in amongst all of this he has to find a missing fae
and a missing shifter child. book 2 - the case of the wicked wolf naiads, humans,
sirens and a challenge for alpha make up the intricate story in the race to rescue
the missing children. sam and bob have more than just the case of one lost child to
handle. not only is shelby hartman missing, but other paranormal children have
disappeared. the race to rescue the children is hampered by naiads, humans, sirens
and a challenge for alpha. hartman hunter is desperate to find his daughter. he
turns to the demon danjal naamah for help. the problem is that danjal is the only
person hartman has ever loved—the man he let go for the sake of the pack… nb:
previously released as two separate books. word count for end street volume 1:
64,500 ...more

TRAITOR'S SUN (DARKOVER #26)
traitor's sun continues the epic saga of darkover, the award-winning series by
marion zimmer bradley. her most brilliant and popular creation, the darkover
books take readers to a planet torn by rebellion--and struggling for freedom...
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THE TRAITOR'S EMBLEM
based on a true story: a spanish sea captain rescues four german castaways during
a treacherous storm in 1940. he doesn&#8217;t know who they are or where they
came from, but one of them gives him a mysterious gold-and-diamond emblem
before disembarking. decades later, the captain&#8217;s son receives a
substantial offer for it and is told an astounding story behin based on a true story:
a spanish sea captain rescues four german castaways during a treacherous storm in
1940. he doesn&#8217;t know who they are or where they came from, but one of
them gives him a mysterious gold-and-diamond emblem before disembarking.
decades later, the captain&#8217;s son receives a substantial offer for it and is
told an astounding story behind the object: it holds the key to paul reiner&#8217;s Readable/Downloadable
lifelong quest munich, 1919. after his family falls into disgrace, fifteen-year-old
paul dreams of the heroic father he never knew. but one night, seconds before
committing suicide, paul&#8217;s cousin reveals a terrible secret about his
father&#8217;s death. this discovery turns paul&#8217;s world upside down and
leads him on a hunt in nazi germany to uncover the mystery surrounding his
father&#8217;s death. the traitor&#8217;s emblem is an epic novel spanning
decades of family betrayal, impossible love, and the high price of vengeance. set
against the menacing streets of depression-era munich and the cruel rise of
nazism, g&#243;mez-jurado&#8217;s spellbinding thriller proves again that he is
a master of narration. ...more
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LITTLE LADY, BIG APPLE (THE LITTLE LADY AGENCY #2)
melissa romney-jones went from doormat to diva when she donned a blond wig,
became honey, a no-nonsense bombshell, and set up shop providing london's most
clueless men with all the basic girlfriend services -- except, of course, for sex and
laundry! now, her business is booming, but when her flat-mate decides to
renovate, she has to temporarily find a new place to live. th melissa romney-jones
went from doormat to diva when she donned a blond wig, became honey, a nononsense bombshell, and set up shop providing london's most clueless men with
all the basic girlfriend services -- except, of course, for sex and laundry! now, her
business is booming, but when her flat-mate decides to renovate, she has to
temporarily find a new place to live. then melissa's dashing american boyfriend
(and former client) jonathan riley gets a promotion that takes him to new york.
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there's only one solution: an extended holiday for melissa in the big apple.
entrusting care of the little lady agency to her tactless best friend and her
melodramatic sister, melissa crosses the pond and finds herself out of her depth
among jonathan's hard-charging friends and his interfering ex-wife. although
jonathan works all the time, he asks melissa not to take on any new clients while
she's in his hometown. but when she's presented with a tempting new challenge,
melissa decides to put her expertise to use. then her project lands her in the
tabloids, which sets off a hilarious and heartbreaking chain of events that could
force her to choose between the man she loves and the unique business into which
she has poured her heart and soul. irresistibly funny and full of the magic of new
york, little lady, big apple is another triumph that will have you rooting for
melissa all the way! ...more

DARKER DAYS (THE DARKER AGENCY #1)
jessie darker goes to high school during the day, but at night she helps with the
family investigation business. cheating husbands and stolen inheritances? they’re
your girls—but their specialty is a bit darker. zombie in your garage? pesky
poltergeist living in your pool? they’ll have the problem solved in a magical
minute. for a nominal fee, of course... when gorgeous new jessie darker goes to
high school during the day, but at night she helps with the family investigation
business. cheating husbands and stolen inheritances? they’re your girls—but their
specialty is a bit darker. zombie in your garage? pesky poltergeist living in your
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pool? they’ll have the problem solved in a magical minute. for a nominal fee, of
course. when gorgeous new client, lukas scott, saunters into the office requesting
their help to find a stolen box, it sounds like a simple case—until the truth comes
out. the box is full of sin. seven deadly ones, in fact. they’ve got five days to
recapture the sins before they're recalled by the box, taking seven hijacked human
bodies with them. easy peasy—except for one thing. there’s a spell that will allow
the sins to remain free, causing chaos forever. when the key ingredient threatens
the life of someone she knows, jessie must make the ultimate choice between love
and family—or lose everything. .more

PERSONAL AGENCY BELIEFS IN SELF-REGULATION: THE
EXERCISE OF PERSONAL RESPONSIBILITY, CHOICE, AND
CONTROL IN LEARNING
self-regulatory processes have predominantly been linked to the study of
academic achievement in terms of learning behavior, cognitive engagement, and
specific academic performance measures. if poorly regulated, academic behavior
can have repercussions on social adaptation. motivational processes constitute the
other key element in ensuring successful regulation, as studie self-regulatory
processes have predominantly been linked to the study of academic achievement
in terms of learning behavior, cognitive engagement, and specific academic
performance measures. if poorly regulated, academic behavior can have
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repercussions on social adaptation. motivational processes constitute the other key
element in ensuring successful regulation, as studies indicate that self-regulation
can effectively influence achievement outcomes if learners have positive beliefs
about their personal ability to negotiate difficulties and work towards the desired
learning outcomes. this book takes a critical look at the role of self-regulatory
processes and personal agency beliefs in academic and social self-regulatory
functioning, providing the reader with theoretical understanding of the issues and
lending empirical support to the relevance of these processes in the east asian
educational context. in this way, the study explores the extent to which selfregulation and personal agen ...more
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